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coppers were reserved from each week's scanty income for pay-
ments to the Friendly Society, the pig-club, or the savings bank.
These parochial institutions were the poor man's first line'of defence
against the accursed place, which to them was but 'a prison with a
milder name, which few inhabit without dread or shame/* The
aged and the sick would forgo every comfort, cling despairingly to
their damp and often derelict cottage, and pray that death would
save them from the crowning indignity of the 'workus.* And
when their feeble efforts failed, when the poor suffering pride had
been completely broken, they again prayed that as few eyes as
possible should witness their departure, They were the ill-
requited products of their age, as essential to the wellbeing of the
nation as sunshine or rain, yet they went through life with a down-
cast gaze as though they wished to apologize to the world for the
space they occupied.
Next to the horror of the workhouse, the greatest fear of the
labourer was debt which might involve the loss of his 'home.* A
small cottage, when the bailiffs are in possession, is a sorry place
at the best. The women and the children weep and grieve; the
men grieve also, but they do not weep; they fret and fume and
swear; but they rarely resist. I cannot recall a case where bailiffs
were actively obstructed. The debts were usually very small,
the furniture could seldom have been worth the seizing, and the
bailiffs were as a rule got out of the cottage with the hasty help of
neighbours—most of whom were nearly as poor as those whose
few precious sticks of furniture they so generously helped to
save.
Another abiding memory concerns the tireless industry of these
agricultural workers. I doubt whether men and women ever
worked harder, and I do not believe that necessary and honourable
toil was ever more inadequately rewarded. They had no recreation
beyond a perhaps weekly and half-ashamed visit to the public-
house, or an occasional social event at one of the local chapels.
Except on Christmas Day, and to some extent on Sundays, there
was no respite from the strain of their calling, and they were not
then comforted by the hope of better working conditions. It was
fear, not hope, that drove them. Pensions for the aged were
scarcely dreamed of in those great days of prosperous capitalism.
The Psalmist had proclaimed the need for them many centuries
before, and his appeal to the higher powers of life to 'desert me not
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